The traditional perturbation (or lexicographic) methods for resolving degeneracy in linear programming impose decision rules that eliminate ties in the simplex ratio rule and, therefore, , !4''~ Ar estrict the choice of exiting basic variables. Bland's combinatorial pivoting rule also restricts the :'*j choice of exiting variables. Using ideas from parametric linear programming, we develop anticycling pivoting rules that do not limit the choice of exiting variables beyond the simplex ratio rule. That is, any variable that ties for the ratio rule can leave the basis. A similar approach gives pivoting rules for the dual simplex method that do not restrict the choice of entering variables.
Introduction

A
The primal simplex method for minimization problems permits an entering variable at each iteration to be any variable with a negative reduced cost and permits the exsiting variable to be any variable that satisfies the minimum ratio rule. As is __-f ~_t1 1 t--in--_ s 2 tt -_ _ I__ *f _ __ _~ __t v _-----_1 1_ _____ *< .1_ ~_ well-Known, any mplementation o tne procedure Is guaranteed to converge methe problem is nondegenerate. In addition, there are two well-known methods for resolving degeneracy. The first of these, the perturbation (or equivalently, the lexicographic) method, avoids cycling by refining the selection rule for the exiting variable (Charnes, 1952; Dantzig, 1951; Wolfe, 1963) . The second method, the combinatorial rule, developed by Bland (1977) , avoids cycling by refining the selection rule for both the exiting and entering variables. The situation raises the following natural question: Is there a simplex pivoting procedure for avoiding cycling that does not restrict the minimum ratio rule choice of exiting variables? In this note, we answer this question affirmatively by describing an anti-cycling rule based on a "homotopy principle" that avoids cycling by refining the selection rule for only the entering variable. We also describe an analogous dual pivoting procedure that avoids cycling by refining only the choice of exiting variables. 1 Our procedures are based upon a few elementary observations concerning para-,1,1, , t l t I t~IICA I.
-~
.~ -C~U Y--~-metric simplex metiuus. InCsV uuotCIvauLiUb may uc Ul sUitll importance n their own right, since they may shed light on some theoretical issues encountered in i several recent analyses of average case performance of parametric simplex method,
I
(e.g., Adler, 1983; Alder, Karp and Shamir, 1983; Borgwardt, 1982; Haimovich, 1983; Megiddo, 1986; Smale, 1983; Todd, 1986 . In particular, frequently the probability distribution of a parametric linear program is chosen so that the problem almost always satisfies a property that we call dual nondegeneracy. In these situations, the parametric algorithm converges finitely even if it is degenerate.
Parametric linear programming
.
Consider the following parametric linear programming problem:
In this formulation A is an m x n constraint matrix with (for notational convenience) full row rank. For a given value 0, we say that P(0) is nearly dual nondegenerate if for each primal feasible basis B there is at most one nonbasic variable x whose reduced cost ci -Odi is 0. We say that the parametric problem P is dual nondegenerate if P(O) is nearly dual nondegenerate for all 0 E R. Consider the usual parametric simplex algorithm for solving P(0) for all values of 0, starting with a basis that is optimal for all sufficiently large values of 0. In the 4 case that P is dual nondegenerate, we show that the procedure will not cycle (without any perturbations). We then apply this result to give new primal simplex pivot rules that (1) are guaranteed to avoid cycling, and (2) rely only on the selection of the entering variable; i.e., any basic variable satisfying the minimum ratio rule may leave the basis.
The following procedure is a version of the usual parametric simplex method as applied to a minimization problem. This procedure will solve the parametric problem P(O) for all values of 0 (including the problem P(O)).
Begin
let B°be an optimal basis for P(0) for all 0 > 00; let i=l; i -' isan optimal basis for problem P(0*) for some 0* and let ' be selected as in the "while loop" of the parametric algorithm when applied to this basis B (consequently, and d are defined by B). Then 0' = min 0: B is optimal for P(0)}.
, then c + Od, < 0 and B is non-optimal. Also, by our choice of i ' (which implies < 0* since + *d > 0),
basis for P(0*). Since + 'dj = 0 for every variable j corresponding to a column from B, B is optimal for P(1'). 1
Let B be an optimal basis for P( 0°) and let ' and B' for i 1 be defined recursively as in the parametric procedure. Moreover, let c' = reduced cost with respect to the basis B'-1 of the variable pivoted into B'-' to obtain B'.
(ii) If P is dual nondegenerate, then 0'+ < 0 i for all i 1.
Proof. Part (i) is a consequence of our previous remark, the fact that both B' and B i -' are optimal at 0' and the fact that {0: B' is optimal for P(0)} is a closed interval. (The last two facts are well known results in parametric linear programming, e.g., see Dantzig, 1963, Chapter 11) . We prove (ii) via a contradiction. Let i 1 be
the minimum value of i so that 0 i ' = 0'. Let x, be the variable pivoted into basis B' to obtain B'+' and let xp be the variable pivoted out of basis B' i to obtain tha B'. Also let c^ and d be the reduced costs for c and d with respect to B'. Then x, xp because d>0 and dp <0 (dp <0 since in introducing x, into the basis B'-' at O' we pivoted on ar > 0, dp--ds/ars<0; moreover, p + dp -(CS + Oids)/ars = 0). Therefore, the assumption 0 i+ = 0 implies that
ea.
contradicting the near dual degeneracy of P(0'). We next show how to apply the previous proposition to define primal pivoting rules that, without any special provision for choosing the exiting variable, avoid cycling.
Our previous results demonstrate that the parametric simplex method defines an anti-cycling pivot sequence for poi (P) minimize cx subject to Ax b, of
whenever we can choose the objective function coefficients c and d so that (i) some basis B of A is optimal for all sufficiently large values of 0, and co (ii) P is dual nondegenerate. co To establish these two criteria, let B be any feasible basis for P. Then any vector eit d with zero components corresponding to the columns of B and with positive ml I gnnoapt~ a r e~ p r~ a r~~~L~-l~lb^-- For each of these objective functions, for all 0< E < 1, B is a unique optimal basis for sufficiently large values of 0. Therefore, each one defines an anti-cycling pivot rule if P is dual nondegenerate. To demonstrate this property, we first establish a preliminary result by a modification of the usual perturbation argument. 
, Din) is any other basis, possibly containing some columns of B. Suppose that A=[B,N], that h= EN and that h=h-h D-A (hD is the subvector of h corresponding to the columns in D). Then whenever i andj are indices corresponding to distinct columns of
D-'B D-'N IJ le
Let Q'= [CB, CN] . Then Q' has full row rank n -m because M has full row rank Similarly, f n, and M' is obtained from 1M by pivoting. Moreover, the last m columns of M' are copies of some of the first n columns. The column of Q' corresponding to each m of these "original columns" must be a 0 vector. Deleting these m zero vectors leaves an (n -m) x (n -m) nonsingular submatrix. or Finally, observe that le
Finally, (3' Consequently, the two polynomials hi and hi referred to in the statement of the m proposition may be obtained from two distinct nonzero elements of the vector eQ' and are thus distinct polynomials in E with zero constant terms.
where MAl= terms, to Now consider the selection rule for the incoming variable at any point in the parametric simplex method. Assume that the current basis is D and that and d are the reduced costs of c and d = 1N with respect to this basis. As in Proposition
In this exp 2, let h = EN. Then the ratio rule for choosing the incoming variable for the three of each objective functions (1), (2) and (3) becomes: ince ou pivot rules (1') max{-(j + hj)/d: dj > 0}, the details (2') max{-(cj/dj + hj): dj > 0}, and (or claim t (3') max{-j/j(1/e): h(1/e)> }.
In concl
In (3'), h(1/) denotes the polynomial in 1/e obtained by replacing by 1/e in seem esser hj and the condition hj(1/e)>0 applies for all > 0 sufficiently small. By the usual function t( perturbation argument, if E is a sufficiently small constant (i.e., < e(D) for some example, i constant (D)), then a single index j gives the unique maximum in each of these 230) of c ratios. Consequently, for all E m min{ (D): D is a basis of A}, the entering variable Dantzig's is unique and Proposition I and its Corollary apply. (Similarly, if we express the reduced cost for D as a function of e and 0, then by Proposition 2, each reduced cost is a different nonconstant polynomial in and is linear in 0. Therefore, if E is 4. Dual pi, sufficiently small, then the value of 0 for which the reduced cost of xi is 0 is different for all nonbasic variables j. That is, P is dual nondegenerate.) Argume Each of the perturbations (1), (2), and (3) where M =(1/e) and E is sufficiently small, which is equivalent, in lexicographic terms, to reverse lexicomin{(-/ cj) Q' reverse lexico Qj > 0}.
In this expression, the qualifier reverse indicates that we consider the indices (rows of each QJ) in reverse order. Since our purpose in this paper has been to establish the possibility of simplex pivot rules that do not restrict the leaving variable, we will not elaborate further on the details of these procedures, nor do we discuss their computational requirements (or claim that they are efficient).
In concluding this section, we might note that the parametrics (or homotopies) seem essential for the results given in this paper. Simply perturbing the objective function to avoid ties in the selection of an entering variable will not suffice. For example, in the Beale example (Beale, 1955; as presented in Dantzig, 1961, page 230) of cycling in the simplex method, the choice of an entering variable using Dantzig's minimum reduced cost pivot rule is unique. Consequently, independently of whether or not the objective function is perturbed (slightly), the example will cycle.
Dual pivot rules
Arguments similar to those used previously apply to right-hand side parametrics in a dual simplex algorithm. That is, consider the parametric problem minimize cx subject to Ax h + g, (ii) b+O(g+e). 205-211. Choosing the m-vector g so that (B°)-g > 0 will ensure that B°is a unique optimal basis for sufficiently large values for 0 and that this perturbation will ensure primal nondegeneracy.
Recently, in an examination of oriented matroids, Todd (1985) has studied a perturbation like (3) for Dantzig's self-dual parametric algorithm. Interestingly, his results demonstrate that the algorithm is finite when both the objective function and right hand side are perturbed by a vector of increasing powers of a very small (or very large) constant multiplied by the parameter. These results, coupled with those in this paper, show the power of combining lexicographic techniques with parametric analysis to avoid cycling in pivoting methods.
